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Kronos Task Management

Advanced tools to forecast, assign, 
and track work more efficiently
Today’s organizations often lack real-time visibility into the work their employees 
are performing. What is being worked on and when? What tasks are planned? 
What are the priorities? Without a clear picture of where tasks stand, corporate 
and field managers can’t accurately assess the impact of the work scheduled 
from week to week. Ensure associates complete what’s important on time, 
and make decisions that result in a more engaged workforce and higher  
customer satisfaction. 

An integrated, end-to-end workforce management 
solution delivers a unified user experience for corporate,

managers, and associates

Mobile-First Technology: Empower people where they are 
These days, employees want the flexibility to get things 
done on the fly. And with responsive web and native mobile 
applications, employee expectations are easy to meet. To 
ensure a more efficient and satisfied workforce, enact a 
convenient mobile strategy that allows your associates to 
complete their work from wherever they are.  

Targeted Content: Personalize employee communications 
In a data-driven world where information is often broadcast to everyone — 
whether it applies to them or not — your workforce can easily get distracted. Cut 
through the clutter with real-time, personalized content based on their roles, 
locations, and profiles — and help your employees be more productive.

Key Benefits
» INCREASE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

with engaged employees and a holistic
view of the tasks that drive the business

» ELEVATE THE EMPLOYEE
EXPERIENCE with a unified user
experience for corporate, managers, 
and employees

» ENSURE PRODUCTIVITY with real-time
visibility into the status of every project
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Task Validation: Ensure work is on target and on time
Mission-critical tasks must be completed accurately and on time. And by 
ensuring that they are, you can protect your organization from a range of 
unwelcome consequences. With the Kronos photo validation feature, your 
managers can review, approve (or reject), and validate their direct reports’ work 
in real time.

Powerful Integrations: Data that informs and incites action 
Cloud-based technology speeds deployment, makes software updates 
seamless, and enables powerful integrations with other platforms and 
solutions. Workforce Dimensions™ Task Management informs forecasting 
and scheduling with important task data that increases accuracy. With 
seamless SSO, dashboards, and integrated home page views, you can 
highlight the information that is most important to you and provoke action 
at every level.

Real-Time Visibility: Always know where things stand 
To make informed decisions, managers need full access to the most accurate 
information about the work they oversee. With robust dashboards, widgets, and  
in-task drill down reports at their fingertips, managers can see data that is meaningful, 
timely, and trackable — and then act accordingly.
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